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ABSTRACT 
 

The article substantiates the need to use intelligent computer technologies in order to automate the process 
of analyzing the selection of a rational strategy for the distribution of financial and material resources 
allocated for the elimination of technogenic situations or emergencies on railway transport. The authors 
have proposed a model for developing recommendations to the situation center for emergency situations 
elimination and to the liquidators working directly at the accident place or in the emergency area. The 
model allows to create predictive estimates for various options for the distribution of financial and material 
resources spent on emergency situations elimination and its consequences. This model is a component of 
the intellectual decision support system in the tasks of choosing the financial component of a emergency 
situations elimination strategy and technogenic situations on railway transport. The model is based on 
solving an endless antagonistic quality game with discontinuous gain functions. A distinctive feature of 
such a game is to determine the optimal mixed strategies, there was proposed a constructive method for 
searching them. This made it possible to develop specific recommendations for determination the amount 
of financial and material resources that are sufficient to eliminate the consequences of emergency situations 
and technogenic situations on railway transport in practice. In our opinion, the model is quite universal. Its 
application can be extended to the solution of similar problems associated with the choice of a rational 
financial and material strategy for emergency situations elimination in other sectors. 

Keywords: Decision support system, Emergency situation analysis, Financial and material strategy, 
Recommendation generation, Model 

 
1. INTRODUCTION  

In modern conditions of the socio-economic 
development of Kazakhstan, the role of railway 
transport for the carriage of goods and passengers is 
increasing. Intensification of traffic and an increase 
in rolling stock speeds, especially taking into 
account the prospects for the development of high-
speed railway transport, is connected with the risk 
of technological accidents on railways. 

It is necessary to take into account the fact that 
railway transport can transport cargo that represents 
chemical, fire, explosion danger, etc. All this 
creates potential threats both directly to the 
employees of the railways and to the people along 

the route of dangerous goods, as well as to the 
environment. 

In order to reduce the negative effects of 
technogenic accidents or emergency situations (ES) 
on railway transport is possible by decision-making 
processes optimization. This relates both to the pre-
accident period and directly to the time of the 
elimination of the consequences of the accident or 
emergency. 

Since railway accidents occur in short periods of 
time, then wrong or ineffective decisions can lead 
to additional loss of life or even to catastrophic 
consequences for the area of the accident or 
emergency. A necessary condition for the 
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objectification and timely implementation of 
measures on the elimination the consequences of 
accidents or emergencies is the widespread use of 
computer equipment and related software. This 
technique and software can be located either 
directly in the emergency area (or a technogenic 
accident area) or in special situational centers (SC) 
[1], [2]. However, we should note that the use of 
modern computer tools and software а general use 
may be insufficient. This is due to the fact that each 
specific accident on railway transport or emergency 
situations, and the associated consequences are 
characterized by unpredictable flow and possible 
outcomes. 

A sufficient condition for making qualitative 
decisions in this situation, in our opinion, can be the 
use of intellectualized decision support systems 
(IDSS) in the tasks of technogenic accidents or 
emergency situations elimination on railway 
transport. In particular, the development of 
appropriate methods and software for such 

automated IDSS, based on the structuring the tasks, 
as well as models and methods for their solution, 
remains an urgent task. For example, in order to 
determine the optimal (quasioptimal) distribution of 
financial resources or other material resources 
(equipment, special means, etc.) for emergency 
situations elimination on railway transport and the 
development of a rational strategy (for example, 
financial) for elimination the consequences of a 
technogenic accident or emergency situation on the 
railway. 

In our study, we focus on the application of 
mathematical models and computer technologies 
for evaluating strategies, primarily the financial 
component of these strategies in the process of 
dealing with the consequences of disasters and 
major emergencies, on the example of railway 
transport. Our approach can be extended to solve 
similar problems in other areas. 
 
 

 
2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Solution methods in the tasks of rescuers or 
emergency situations liquidator actions control on 
railway transport and the corresponding 
mathematical models describing the functioning of 
the operational units for their elimination are 
considered in [2, 3]. Particular attention was paid to 
the principles of construction and to the architecture 
of automated DSS in fire extinguishing [3], [4]. 

Some aspects of an integrated expert-
informational DSS creation on the elimination of 
chemical accidents, flood situations and forest fires 
were considered in articles [5], [6]. However, these 
developments have not given the final software 
product in the form of DSS. Decision support 
problems in identifying and elimination emergency 
situations based on dynamic expert systems (ES) 
[4], intellectualization of the decision support 
process in emergency situations at enterprises using 
information on the state of the environment are 
described in [5], [6], [7]. 

But it should be noted that many publications [5], 
[6], [7], [8], [9] do not contain descriptive 
information related to the prediction of the 
emergency situations development on railway 
transport for the purpose of developing 
recommendations to managers (decision makers or 
hereinafter - DM) for elimination its consequences 
[9], [10], [11]. Meanwhile, none of the analyzed 
works consider the use of specialized 
intellectualized DSS (IDSS) in order to develop a 
rational financial and resource emergency situation 
elimination strategy at railway transport facilities. 

The absence of such IDSS at the present time 
complicates the process of analyzing the 
circumstances that occurred on railway, extends the 
time to make timely, reasonable decisions by the 
head of emergency situation or technogenic 
accident elimination (hereinafter ES), that leads to 
the increase of losses from it [12]. 

The above mentioned causes the need to reduce 
the time for the development and adoption of an 
reasonable decision by the leaders of emergency 
situation elimination on railway transport of 
technogenic nature due to the computerization of 
the identification of such situations. It is proposed 
to solve this relevant problem on the basis of the 
application of the game theory positions. 

3. THE PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES OF 
THE RESEARCH 

The purpose of the article is to develop a model 
for a decision support system for the distribution of 
financial and material resources (FMR), aimed at 
elimination the consequences of technogenic 
accidents and emergency situations (ES) on railway 
transport. 

In order to achieve this goal it is necessary to 
develop: 

-  an adaptive model for choosing a rational 
strategy for the distribution of financial and 
material resources allocated for the elimination of 
technogenic accidents or emergency situations on 
railway transport; 

-  a simulation model in Mathcad environment for 
solving the problem and in order to conduct 
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simulation modeling for various FMR distribution 
strategies allocated for the elimination of 
technogenic accidents or emergency situations on 
railway transport. 

4. METHODS AND MODELS 

4.1. Problem statement 

Let describe the problem of a situational center 
(SC) financing for elimination the consequences of 
emergency situations on railway transport. 

We accept that two sides are involved in the 
interaction. One side is the SC for Emergency 
situations elimination (hereinafter - SCESE), whose 
head makes the decision. The other side is the 
emergency situation liquidators on railway 
transport in the area of corresponding works 
(hereinafter - LAES). The condition of each side is 
characterized by financial and material resources 
(FMR). It is assumed that the head of the SCESE 
will make decisions on the allocation of financial 
and material resources, for example, special or 
construction equipment, (with the exception of 
human ones), which is involved in the process of 
elimination the consequences of ES. 

In the emergency zone, the decision maker can 
allocate the FMR, which is spent on attracting the 
appropriate specialists for elimination the 
consequences. 

The following assumption has been made: the 
change rates of the FMR values  of the parties are 
given:  1g first side (SCESE), 2g second side 

(LAES). 
Let introduce the following notation: 

 tx  FMR value at the moment of time 

 *,...,1,0 Ntt   of SCESE; 

 ty  FMR value at the moment of time 

 *,...,1,0 Ntt  , of LAES; 

*N  natural number; 

1r  the response coefficient of the second side 

(LAES) on the allocation by the first side (SCESE) 
of the FMR for elimination the consequences of an 
emergency situation (this is due to the fact that 
there is a need to work with the FMR that was 
allocated by SCESE); 

2r  the response coefficient of the SCESE on 

the allocation by the LAES of the FMR on 
specialists for elimination the consequences of an 
emergency situation (this is due to the fact that the 
SCESE needs to ensure the specialists working in 
the emergency area with the FMR).  

The interaction of the sides can be written in the 
following form: 

);()()()()()1(

);()()()()()1(

1122

2211

txgturtygtvtygty

tygtvrtxgtutxgtx






    (1) 

where ]1,0[)(),( tutu  implementation of the first-

side strategy at the moment of time t , and 
]1,0[)(),( tvtv , implementation of the second-

side strategy at the moment of time t ; 
 

.
,0

0,







 



else

xx
x                          (2) 

 
Let describe the procedure. 
The first side (for example, the head of the 

SCESE, or a DM) at the initial moment of time 
0t increases (or decreases) his financial 

resources (FMR) from  0x  to ).0(1 xg    Then 

selects a part of the FMR for the acquisition of 
material resources that are directed to the 
emergency situations elimination. The first side 

chooses the value  0u  in order to determine the 

size of )0()0( 1 xgu  . 

The second side, at the initial moment of time 
0t , increases (or decreases) its FMR from  0y  

to ).0(2 yg   Then, selects a part of resources to 

finance emergency situations elimination 

specialists. That is, choosing a value  0v  in order 

to determine this value of FMR - )0()0( 2 ygv  . 

The selection of the values )0()0( 1 xgu   and 

)0()0( 2 ygv   by both sides leads to additional 

investments for emergency situations elimination 
on the railway using reaction coefficients: 

 

)0()0( 11 xgur  , 

)0()0( 22 ygvr  .      

                                       
The result is an expression for one-step 

interaction. Similarly, there is described the 

interaction for the moments of time 1t  (see 
expression (1)). 

We define the gain function for two sides in the 
interaction: 
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The interaction ends at the moment of time .T   
Due to inconsistency, lack of proper awareness, 

we can admit that each side can assume that the 
other side will act towards it in the “worst” way. 
We believe that the first side (SCESE) seeks to 

maximize the gain function     TyTxK , , and 

the second one (LAES) - to minimize the function 

    ., TyTxK  

The function of the board is not continuous; it is 
also neither an upper semicontinuous nor lower 
semicontinuous function. Ultimately, the pure 
strategies solutions for games in the case do not 
exist. Hence it is essential to switch from the pure 
strategy to the class of mixed strategy. In order to 
define the optimal mixed strategy for the 
aforementioned functions, it is required to establish 
the certain approaches. In this paper, authors 
implemented own method of dominance, which has 
been expanded from the matrix games to the 
endless antagonistic games. Herewith, the given 
method allowed determining the optimal mixed 
strategies and they are also atomic. Each optimal 
mixed strategy has been lined up with the 
probability measure carrier comprising a definite 
number of points and the determined values of the 
probability measure at these points. In case of 
specific practical tasks, the mentioned properties 
should be considered as an advantage because 
identifying specific optimal mixed strategies is an 
utterly complex process. 

It is easy to see that in the class of pure strategies 
[13] there are no optimal strategies. But in the class 

of mixed strategies there is a value of the game *v  

and for any 0  (where the icon   means 
dominance) there are optimal mixed strategies. 
They are found using the dominance method 
developed for endless antagonistic games [14], 
[15]. 

These strategies are atomic probabilistic 
measures concentrated in a finite amount of points. 
Depending on how the initial resources of the sides 
and the parameters defining the interaction 
correlate, there may be situations in which both 
sides suffer losses. These relations can be 
determined if, for example, we consider a dynamic 
game with a non-fixed interaction time for 
description of such an interaction. 

 
4.2. Formalization of the game model with a 
fixed interaction time between the sides involved 
in emergency situation elimination process  

 
Let present the formalization of the game with a 

fixed interaction time .T . 

We denote by  1,0P  the set of all probability 

measures defined on the  algebra of Borel 
subsets [0,1]. 

We denote by T  the set  *,...,1,0 N , where 

*N  is a natural number. 

Let introduce the definitions. 

Definition 1. The pure strategy  vu  of the first 

(second) player (or, in our case, the sides - SCESE 

and LAES) is a function  vu : 

 RRRTvu :)(: , which sets to the 

information state   yxt ,   the value 

])1,0[)),(,(](1,0[)),(,(  yxtvyxtu . 

Definition 2. A mixed strategy )(  of the first 

(second) player (SCESE and LAES) is a function 
]1,0[:)(::)( PRRT   which sets to 

the information state   yxt ,  a probabilistic 

measure 
])1,0[)),(,(](1,0[)),(,( PyxtvPyxt  . 

Let denote by ),(* K  the following value: 

 





,

))(),(( ddTyTxK , 

i.е.  
 





,

* ))(),((),( ddTyTxKK .    (4) 

 

The value ),(* K  is a gain function in a 

mixed expansion of the considered game with a 
fixed interaction time. 

As it is known [14], [15], there is a value 
*v  of 

such a game in the class of mixed strategies, i.e. 
 

),(supinf),(infsup *** 


KKv  ,     (5) 

and for each 0  players have  optimal 
mixed strategies. 

In the case when 1T  in the interaction there 

are optimal mixed strategies ** ,  concentrated 

in a finite amount of points. Moreover, at these 
points the values of the probability measure are the 
same, i.e. if there are m  of such points, then at 
these points the values of the probability measure 
are equal to  m/1 . For our formulation of the 

problem (as well as for similar problems) there is a 
constructive method for finding these points. 
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Let consider more detailed the case 1T . 
In this case, the gain function     TyTxK ,  is 

written in the following form: 
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.,0))0(),0((()),0(),0((( elsevyuxK       (7) 

 
Depending on the ratio of the game parameters 

there are found are optimal mixed strategies 
** , and areas     0,0 yx  in which the value of 

the game 
*v  takes a constant value. Let make a 

record for the values of the game 
*v  in these areas. 

In case 121 rr   we will obtain: 

)8(

;0)0(,0)0(,0

),0())1/(1()0(,0)0(,1
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In case 121 rr  the record for the game value 

differs only by the recording in the area of players' 

financial resources in which 0* v  This area will 
be recorded as: 

 

).0()0(),0(

)0(,0)0(

1222

11

xgygryg

xgry


                 (9) 

 
The optimal mixed strategies of players will be 

probabilistic measures, with carriers consisting of a 
finite amount of points. Moreover, if the game 
value is equal to k/1 , then the carrier of such 

probability measures has k  points. At the points, 

the value of the probability measure of each player 
is .1

k  
Let describe the record of carrier points of these 

probabilistic measures in case when the value of the 
game is positive. If the value of the game is equal 
to 

k
1  then the recording of carrier points of the 

optimal mixed strategies is following: 
 

.3));0(/()0((
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If the value of the game is negative, then the 
record for the carrier points of the optimal mixed 
strategies is symmetric. Namely, it is necessary to 
change the index 1 to 2 and the variables  0x  to 

 0y , 
*
ku  to *

kv . 

In the case when 0* v  there are optimal pure 
strategies. 

At 
                  

);0()0(),0(

)0(,1

11222

121

xgrygygr

xgrr


 

    

)))].0(/())0((1(

))1/(1(1[

))]0(/()0([

))],0(/()0((1[)]1/(1[

122

21

221
*
1

12221
*
1

xgygr

rr

ygrxgv

xgygrrru








  (11) 

 
In the same way there are determined optimal 

pure strategies at  
 

);0()0(),0()0(,1 12221121 xgygrygxgrrr    (12) 
 

At 121  rr  optimal pure strategies of players 

are .0,0 *
1

*
1  vu  

Therefore, at 1T  there are found optimal 
mixed strategies of players and the value of the 
game for all ratios of the parameters and initial 
financial and material resources of the players 
(sides of SCESE and LAES). 

In addition, there is an important circumstance 
worth to mention. Considering the game with such 
dynamics of interaction as given in the task and 
assume the end of the interaction time is not fixed, 
the following formulation can be formulated. While 
solving a game of quality dimension in this 
statement, the set of preferences in k steps 
coincides with the set of result achievement in this 
statement with probability 1 / k. 

After finding the optimal mixed strategies of the 
players in the game with the gain function 

),(* K  we will find the expectation  1My  , if 

the players apply these optimal mixed strategies, 
and the standard deviation D  of the random 
variable  1y  from the mathematical expectation. 

There are possible various options for the choice of 
the FMR value by the head of the SC (DM) for the 
elimination of technogenic accidents or 
emergencies on railway transport. 

.0)1(,0)1()1  DMyMy  

In this case, the DM in the SC can reserve as a 
FMR the resource value equal to D . 

The probability that the resource is not enough 
will be equal to ).0),1(:(  yP       

 .0)1(,0)1()2 DMyMy   
Here the DM in the SC can reserve as a FMR the 

resource value equal to  .1My    

The probability that the resource is not enough 

will be equal to ).0),1(:(  yP   
.0)1(,0)1()3  DMyMy   

In this case, the DM in the SC can reserve as a 
FMR the resource value equal to   .1 DMy   

The probability that the resource is not enough 
will be equal to ).0),1(:(  yP   

.0)1(,0)1()4  DMyMy   
In this case, the DM in the SC can reserve as a 

FMR the resource value equal to W, where W – 

maximum value of the random variable  ,1y  if 
W>0 and there is a possibility to determine the 
value of W. the probability that the resource is not 

enough will be equal to ).0),1(:(  yP   
If ,0W  then at such initial FMR with 

probability 1 FMR, if it is impossible to determine 

the value of V  ( V  the minimum value of the 
random variable  1y ) for the emergency situation 

elimination is not enough. 

If  the value V  can be determined, then the head 
of the SC can choose the absolute value of this 
value. And with probability 1, he guarantees 
himself the elimination of a technogenic accident or 
an emergency situation on railway transport. 

We should note that the probability that the FMR 
is not enough is the least in the first variant. In the 
second variant it is less, than in the third variant. 
And in the third variant it is less, than in the fourth 
variant. 

We should also note that we can consider a game 
with a non-fixed interaction time. In this direction, 
our research continues. In this case, we can find a 
set of preferences of the players. Then, knowing the 
FMR of one of the sides, we can find the resource 
of the other side, at which the first side (player) will 
not be able to lead the second player to the loss of 
his resource by his “actions” [15-19]. 

Determined the optimal mixed strategies in a 
one-step interaction, we can find the average losses 
(mathematical losses expectations) of the second 
side (LAES), if there is such a ratio of initial 
resources and interaction parameters. 
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In addition, we can determine the standard 
deviation from the mathematical losses 
expectations. And then, considered the sum of the 
absolute value of the mathematical expectation and 
standard deviation, we obtain the value of the FMR, 
which guarantees (with some probability) the 
maintenance of the situation in the area of the 
technogenic accidents elimination or emergency 
situation on railway transport at a positive financial 
level if the first side applies the optimal strategy. 

This value of the FMR will be the main 
recommendation to the head who deals with the 
issues of emergency situation elimination on 
railway transport. 

 

5. EXPERIMENT 

The computational experiment is implemented in 
the Mathcad environment. Let consider a few 
specific cases of the process of FMR selection in 
order to eliminate the consequences of an accident 
or emergency situation on railway transport. 

The case .121 rr    

There is the following set of input data:  
.1,2,4,3,4)0(,7)0( 2121

**  rrggyx  

With such a set of input data, the sides SCESE and 

LAES have optimal mixed strategies ., **   The 

measure 
*  is concentrated at the points: 

.7/5,21/5 *
2

*
1  uu  The measure *  is 

concentrated at the points: .8/3,1 *
2

*
1  vv  

The measures ., **   apply at these points a value 

equal to (1/2). The value of the game *v , if the 
players apply optimal strategies, it is equal to (1/2). 

In Mathcad there was obtained the following 
graph, shown on Fig. 2. On the plane )),0(),0(( yx  

on which there are indicated the areas in which the 
value of the game takes different values. 

 
 
 

 

Figure 2: The case .121 rr   
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Figure 3: The case .121  rr  

 

In the second case 121  rr  the following set 

of input data is considered: 
.1,2/1,4/1,2,13)0(,1)0( 2121

**  rrggyx  
In this case, the players have optimal pure 

strategies. The first player will have the optimal 

pure strategy  ;1*
1 u  the second player - 

.13/9*
1 v  Such a graph for this case is obtained 

on fig. 3. On the plane )),0(),0(( yx  there are 

indicated the areas in which the value of the game 
applies the calculated values. 

As part of the article, we stopped only on these 
cases, because they illustrate the most common 
situations in the interaction of the sides. 
 
6. DISCUSSION OF THE EXPERIMENT 

RESULTS 
 

Figure 2 illustrates the situation when the first 
side (SCESE) does not have the opportunity to find 
his optimal pure strategy at the distribution of FMR 
in the emergency zone, which will allow to achieve 
his goal with a probability 1. However, he has an 
optimal mixed strategy, which with a probability of 
½ will allow him to achieve it. 

Figure 3 demonstrates a situation in which the 
second side (LAES), applying his optimal pure 
strategy at the distribution of FMR spent in the 
emergency situation elimination area - this is 
probably an emergency situation on railway 
transport, achieves his goal. 

The proposed model is a process of forecasting 
the results of the FMR distribution between the 
sides (SCESE and LAES) involved in the 
elimination of the consequences of a technogenic 
accident or an emergency situation on transport. 
The disadvantage of the model is the fact that at 
this stage there is no full-fledged software 
implementation. This circumstance still makes it 
difficult to obtain a forecast estimate at choosing 
strategies for FMR distribution, allocated by the 
SCESE for emergency situations elimination. 

During the computational experiments, it was 
established that the proposed model makes it 
possible adequately to describe dependent 
movements by the used functions. This provides an 
effective toolkit for participants of emergency 
situations elimination (not only on railway 
transport, but also in general cases) in the context 
of the FMR distribution. In comparison with 
existing models, the proposed solution improves the 
effectiveness and predictability indicators for 
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decision makers about the FMR distribution for 
elimination the consequences of an accident or an 
emergency situation on railway transport on an 
average by 11–16% [4], [6], [8]. 

 
 

7. PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION OF 
DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR THE 
DISTRIBUTION OF FINANCIAL 
RESOURCES FOR UTILIZATION OF 
EMERGENCY SITUATIONS IN RAILWAY 
TRANSPORT 

 
After the computational experiments had been 

conducted in the Mathcad environment and 
confirmed correctness of the obtained analytical  

dependencies, the mathematical model has been 
implemented as a finished software product in the 
Visual Studio 2017 environment. The software 
product “Decision support system for the 
distribution of financial resources allocated for the 
elimination of emergency situations and 

technogenic accidents on railway transport” has 
been written using the C# programming language. 
Figure 4, 5 illustrates the general overview of the 
software program. 

After conducting computational experiments in 
the Mathcad environment, which confirmed the 
correctness of the obtained analytical dependencies, 
our mathematical model was implemented as a 
finished software product in Visual Studio 2017. 
The software product “Decision Support System for 
the Distribution of Financial Resources for 
Utilization of Emergency Situations in Railway 
Transport” was written on algorithmic C # 
language. The general view of the program is 
shown in Figure 3. 

The variables obtained from the analysis of 
financial resources distribution, aimed at the 
elimination of the consequences of accidents on the 
railway transport in the Republic of Kazakhstan 
were taken as initial data. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 4 : General overview of the program window, 
 

During the approbation of the software product, 
it has been determined that the proposed model 
makes it feasible to adequately describe the 
decisions on the choice of resource allocation 
strategies, aimed at emergency situations and 
accidents on the railways transport. The solution 

provides an effective toolkit for the management of 
railways who plan to integrate computer 
technologies in decision-making support tasks for 
the allocation of resources, aimed at eliminating the 
consequences of accidents and emergencies in 
transport. 
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Figure 5 : Program Interface and Solutions Window General View. The graph for decisions obtained 
during strategies evaluation process 

 
 
In comparison with the existing models [2, 4, 9, 

11], the proposed solution also improves the 
performance and predictability indicators for 
management teams by an average of 11% to 15%. 

 
8. CONCLUSIONS 

 
The following main results were obtained in the 

article: 
- there was substantiated the necessity of using 

intelligent computer technologies in order to 
automate the process of analysis of the selection of 
a rational strategy for the distribution of financial 
and material resources allocated for the elimination 
of technogenic accidents or an emergency situation 
on railway transport; 

- there was described a mathematical model for 
a decision support system for developing 
recommendations to the situational center for 
emergency situation elimination and for liquidators 
working directly at the accident area or in the 
emergency situation area. The proposed model 
allows to automate the production of forecast 

estimates for various variants of the FMR 
distribution spent on emergency situation 
elimination and its consequences. The model is 
based on solving an endless antagonistic quality 
game with discontinuous gain functions. A 
distinctive feature of our model is that for 
determining the optimal mixed strategies there has 
been proposed a constructive method for finding 
them. This made it possible to develop specific 
recommendations for determining the value of the 
FMR, which are sufficient to eliminate the 
consequences of emergency situations and/or 
technogenic accidents on railway transport in 
practice; 

- it was shown that the proposed model is quite 
universal. Therefore, its application can be 
extended to the solution of similar tasks related to 
the choice of a rational financial and material 
strategy in case of emergency situation elimination 
in other industries. 
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